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Reversed Cards
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When you get a reversed card it’s a protection card

Protection card means Spirit, your angels and guides, are saying they love you so much 
that they want you to be in alignment with your highest good and deliberate intentions.  
They don’t want you to get hurt. They’re going to steer you into choosing something 
different through a protection card.

Most people who come to work with Oracle Cards have some kind of connection to a  
memory that when you get cards that are upside down it means something bad is going 
to happen or that they are the opposite of an upright card

If you’ve been taught the old classical way such as in the Tarot, you’re going to see  
things such as being stabbed in the back or being murdered

In Oracle School we don’t do that. Here they’re designed to provide extra help to  
stay in alignment

Not For You card is a simple card that says ‘no’

Not for You in protections doesn’t say ‘go for it’. It says not to incessantly chase after 
that which eludes you. It’s addressing the addictive tendency to chase after something or 
to pound on doors that aren’t opening.

What is yours won’t go past you is another message of Not For You when  
it’s in protection

Wisdom of Avalon and The Good Tarot are the only two decks that don’t  
have protection meanings

Watch the bonus videos on Fear and Bias

You cannot be intuitive if you’re in fear because then you’re instinctive and  
looking for a potential threat

Dial down the fear when a protection card comes up
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How do you handle working with a protection card?  First check your body and how 
you’re feeling. Give yourself time to get back online and breath

Protection card is not predicting that you’re going to get into trouble

Protection card is saying there’s a hole and Spirit doesn’t want you to fall down it, rather 
to turn in a different direction because magic awaits

Resistance shows up in your body first

Test what you’re sensing, check in with yourself to explore whether you’re  
acting out of fear or resistance

It’s okay while reading Wisdom of the Oracle cards for the first time, to read all of the 
potential messages because it will help you to realise how detailed the guidebook is
If protection message comes up for you, it’s important to remember the it’s the one most 
prominent and predominant for you to pay attention to

When we make ear and anxiety our friend we see it as an opportunity for change
May feel uncomfortable at first but it’s serving to help you recondition yourself to see 
the potential

Oracle Cards are going to show you all things

A protection card can help get clear, fast, and get confident that the next right action 
will be supported by the conscious Universe

The Oracle Cards can show how to stay in alignment with highest deliberate intentions 
and highest good because the conscious Universe is using the cards to communicate

Remember protection cards or cards that are in reverse, are your friends

We resist reversed cards because we want what we want, when we want it, and the way 
we want it which prevents us from moving forward

We’re not going in a straight, linear fashion, and this is what protection cards also tell us.

We’re on a spiral, upwards path
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Brief 
OVERVIEW
This video answered the question ‘What is a reversal?’ Learned 
it’s when a card shows up upside down. Talked about how a 
reversed card is actually a protection card and that it’s a good 
thing to get. Showed description of Not For You card and how a 
card upright is not the opposite of upside down..

This was followed by why we want to have these protection 
cards. At the end of the day we create a reality in a spiral and 
not in a straight line.

THE VIDEO THEN WENT THROUGH 
POINTS ABOUT BEING AFRAID AND 
WHAT HAPPENS WHEN THE FEAR PART 
OF US GETS ACTIVATED AND WE CAN’T 
BE INTUITIVE.


